The support feature machine: classification with the least number of features and application to neuroimaging data.
By minimizing the zero-norm of the separating hyperplane, the support feature machine (SFM) finds the smallest subspace (the least number of features) of a data set such that within this subspace, two classes are linearly separable without error. This way, the dimensionality of the data is more efficiently reduced than with support vector-based feature selection, which can be shown both theoretically and empirically. In this letter, we first provide a new formulation of the previously introduced concept of the SFM. With this new formulation, classification of unbalanced and nonseparable data is straightforward, which allows using the SFM for feature selection and classification in a large variety of different scenarios. To illustrate how the SFM can be used to identify both the smallest subset of discriminative features and the total number of informative features in biological data sets we apply repetitive feature selection based on the SFM to a functional magnetic resonance imaging data set. We suggest that these capabilities qualify the SFM as a universal method for feature selection, especially for high-dimensional small-sample-size data sets that often occur in biological and medical applications.